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This bibliography records publications of the late James H. Wilkinson.

Title word cross-reference

\[ A \] [PW69]. \[ Au = \lambda Bu \] [PW74c, Wil77a]. \[ Ax = \lambda Bx \] [GUW72, MW68a, PW69, PW70a, Wil76]. \[ B \] [PW69]. \[ Bx = Ax \] [Wil77a]. \[ I - 2ww^H \] [Wil65e]. \[ LR \] [MW68d, PW70b, Wil65d]. \[ QL \] [BMRW68, MW68c]. \[ QR \] [BMRW68, MRW70, MPW70, PW70b, Wil65a, Wil65d, Wil68c, Wil69b]. \[ QZ \] [Wil78b, Wil79].

\[ 100s \] [Wil67c]. \[ 12th \] [Jac76]. \[ 15th \] [Jac76]. \[ 1954 \] [Wil55c]. \[ 1986 \] [Fox87a, IP87]. \[ 19th \] [Jac78].

2 [Wil61e]. \[ 22nd \] [Jac78]. \[ 25 \] [DHW90].

6th [Pow77].

90s [Wil70c].

Accuracy [DMW81, DMW83, PW74a].

ACE [Wil75c, Wil51b, Wil52, Wil54a, Wil54b, Wil54c, Wil55a, Wil80b, Wil80].

ACM [Ash87]. Admissible [OPW64, OPW65]. Advances [Wil77b, Wil80a, dBG78]. Alan [CK12, Cop05]. Algebra [Wil54b, WR71, Wil74c, Wil74e, Wil77b, Wil78e, Wil86b, Wil80a, Par72]. Algebraic [FHW48b, Gra66, Par66, Wil66a, Wil60b, Wil60d, Wil63d, Wil65b, Wil67e, Wil68d, Wil70a, Wil71c, Wil88, FHW48a, Wil67b, Wil94]. Algebraicheskaya [Wil70a].

Algebraicznych [Wil67b]. Algébraiques [Wil62a, Wil63a].

Algorithm [GUW72, MW68c, MW68d, MPW70,
Early [WCK89]. Editor [RW62]. efficient [RW61]. Eigenproblem [MW68a, PW70a, Wil60b, Wil72b].

Eigensystems [GW75, GW76, PW74a, Wil61f, Wil66b, Wil74d]. Eigenvalue [DGW82, DGKW84a, Par66, PW74c, SW80a, Wil66a, Wil62d, Wil65b, Wil70a, Wil71c, Wil77a, Wil87a, Wil88, SW80b].

Eigenvalues [BW67, DMW81, DMW83, HVW70, PW69, Wil65a, Wil67a, Wil68a, Wil84b, Wil86c, Wil62b]. Eigenvector [SW80a, SW80b].

Elimination [OW82, PW75, Wil62f]. Elliptic [HW80].

Engine [Wil51c, Cop05, DW59, Wil48a, Wil48b]. Engineering [JRW62]. Equation [DGKW84b]. Equations [BMPW66, FHW48b, HW80, MPW66, MW67, PW71b, PW79, Wil57e, Wil57g, Wil60c, Wil61c, Wil61d, Wil67d, Wil67e, Wil71a, Wil76, Wil78c, FHW48a, Wil70c, Wil62a, Wil63a].

Error [OW82, SW80a, SW81a, Wil60a, Wil61a, Wil61b, Wil61f, Wil62d, Wil65e, Wil68b, Wil68d, Wil68e, Wil71e, Wil74a, Wil84c, Wil85, Wil86a, SW80b]. Errors [Gra66, Wil60d, Wil63b, Wil63d, Wil67b, Wil94]. Essays [MHR80]. Estimate [CWSW79].

Example [Wil57d]. Expanded [BN71].

F.R.S. [Fox87b]. Facilities [Wil57c].

Feingold [Wil87b]. Fifth [HW76b]. Finding [Wil55d]. Finite [HW80]. first [Ash87]. Floating [Wil60a, Wil63c].

Ford [PW74b]. Foreward [FW75]. Form [GW75, GW76, MW68a, MW68b, Wil62f, Wil78b, Wil78c, Wil79, Wil65c]. Forms [Wil58d, Wil59c, Wil68b]. Francis [Wat11].

G [Wil67c]. Gauss [PW75]. Gaussian [OW2]. General [MW68b].

Generalization [Wil70d]. Generalized [PW70a, PW74c, Wil77a]. Gerschgorin [HVW70]. Givens [RW61, RW62, Wil57b].

Gladwell [Wil67c]. Global [Wil68c, Wil69b]. GPO [Wil51a]. Great [Wil57c]. Gregory [Wil70b].

H [CDD87, Eva76, Fox87b, Gra66, Par66, Par87, Par90, Par72, Pow77]. Handbook [Wil70c, Wil74b, Par72]. Hardy [Fox87a]. held [IP87, Jac76, Jac78, Pow77].

Hermitian [DGW82, DGKW84a]. Hessenberg [MW68d, MW68b, MPW70].

History [MHR80, Nas90]. Hoffman [Wil70d]. Householder [Wil78a, MRW68, RW62, Wil60b, Wil62e, Wil75a].

Hyperbolic [Wil57c, Wil61c].

II [Par72, Wil63a, Wil59b, Wil71c, Wil86c].

II. [Wil51c]. Ill [GW75, GW76, PW79, Wil67d, Wil74d, Wil86b, Wil59a, Wil59b, Wil72b].


International [ICM75]. Interpolation [Wil67f]. Interview [Eva76]. Introduction [Wil71c, Wil71b]. Introductory [Wil71d, Wil71a].

Invariant [DHW90, PW74a, SW81a, Wil75b, DHW92]. Inverse [PW71a, PW79, Wil72a, Wil74d, Wil78d, Wil82, Wil62c]. Inverses [PW70c].

Inversion [DGKW84b, Wil61b, Wil70c].
Inverting [Wil74g]. Iteration [PW79, Wil72a, Wil74d, PW71a, Wil62c]. Iterative [GW66a, GW66b, HW76a, MPW66, Wil55d].

J [Fox87b, Gra66, Par66, Par72, Pow77]. J. [Eva76, Par87, Par90]. Jacobi [Wil62g].

James [CDD87, Fox87a]. Joan [Wil70c]. John [Wil70b, Wil70c]. Joint [IP87].

Jordan [GW75, GW76, PW75]. July [Pow77].

Karney [Wil70b]. Kronecker [Wil78b, Wil78c, Wil79].

L [Wil67c, Wil70b]. Laboratory [DW59, Wil48a, Wil55a, Wil58c, Wil72c, Wil80b, Wil05]. Lamé [Wil65c]. Lanczos [GUW72, Wil57b, Wil58a]. LAPACK [DHW90]. Large [Wil63b]. Large-Scale [Wil63b]. Latent [Wil54a, Wil55d, Wil57f]. Least [GW66a, GW66b, PW70c, Wil71b]. lecture [TW05]. Lectures [Ash87]. Letter [RW62]. level [RW61]. Linear [BMPW66, FHW48b, HW76a, HW80, OPW64, OPW65, Par72, Wil54b, Wil57g, Wil60c, Wil61d, Wil67d, Wil67e, Wil67f, Wil70c, Wil71b, WR71, Wil74a, Wil74c, Wil74e, Wil74g, Wil76, Wil77b, Wil77c, Wil78c, Wil78e, Wil86b, FHW48a, Wil80a].

Loading [Wil57h]. Logical [Wil51c]. London [Pow77, Wil76c]. Ltd [Wil70b].


Manitoba [HW76b, MW81]. Masson [Wil62a, Wil63a]. master [Cop05]. Mathematicians [ICM75]. Mathematics [Eva74, HW76b, MW81, dBG78]. Matrices [BMRW68, DGW82, DGKW84a, HW70, MW65, MW67, MW68d, PW70b, SW81b, Wil54a, Wil55d, Wil57b, Wil57g, Wil57f, Wil58b, Wil61d, Wil65a, Wil65e, Wil66b, Wil67a, Wil68a, Wil70b, Wil74g, MRW70, MPW70, Wil62e, Wil72b, Wil84a]. Matrix [CMSW79, MPW65, MW68b, Wil58c, Wil58d, Wil59c, Wil61b, Wil62f, Wil67c, Wil67e, Wil68b, Wil68e, Wil70c, BW67, MRW68, RW61, Wil62b, Wil62e]. May [dBG78]. Memory [CDD87]. Method [BW76, PW79, Wil58a, Wil60b, Wil62f, RW61, Wil62b, Wil62e]. Methods [FHW48b, HW76a, Wil55d, Wil60c, Wil61b, Wil67e]. Michaelson [Wil67c]. minfit [Wil74f]. Model [Wil51b, Wil51c, Wil52, Wil54a]. Modern [Wil71e, Cop05]. Modified [MW68d]. Multiple [Wil65a, Wil67a, Wil68a].

National [DW59, Wil48a, Wil55a, Wil58c, Wil72c, Wil80b, Wil05]. needs [Jac78].

neighbouring [Wil84a]. Newton [PW79]. NF [Wil62a, Wil63a]. No [DHW90]. Note [DHW90, GW66b, HW76b, Wil62g, Wil72b, Wil74d, Wil78d, Wil82]. Notes [FHW48a]. NPL [Wil75c]. Number [CMSW79].

Numerical [DHW90, DHW92, Eva74, HW76b, IP87, Jac78, MW81, Par90, Wil63b, Wil70c, Wil71a, Wil71f, Wil72e, Wil74e, Wil77b, Wil78e, Wil86b, CH90, Jac76, Par87, Pow77, Wil80a, Wil87c, dBG78].

Numéiques [Wil62a, Wil63a].

Obituary [Fox87b]. October [Fox87a, HW76b, MW81]. Optimum [Wil55a]. Orbit [DGKW84b]. Origin [Wil68c]. Orthogonal [Wil62d].

Oscillating [Wil57h]. other [CK12].

p139 [Wil74b]. pages [Wil67c, Wil70b]. Paris [Wil62a, Wil63a]. Part [Wil71c, Wil71b]. Partial [Wil57e, Wil61c, Wil71a]. Particular [HW76a]. SIAM [IP87]. Perfidious [Wil84a]. Physical [DW59, Wil48a, Wil55a, Wil58c, Wil72c, Wil80b, Wil05]. Pilot [Wil51b, Wil51c, Wil52, Wil54a, Wil54b, Wil54c, Wil55a, Wil75c, Wil80b, Wil05].
Pivoting [PW75]. Plane [Wil63c]. Point [Wil60a, Wil63c]. Polish [Wil67b].
Polynomial [PW71b, PW74b, Wil84d].
Polynomials [Wil65c, Wil59a, Wil59b].
Positive [MW65, MPW65, MPW66].
Punched [FHW48b].
quadratic [Wil62g, Wil84a].
Rotations [Wil63c]. Rounding [Wil60d, Wil63d, Wil94, Wil67b, Gra66].
Rundungsfehler [Wil69a]. Russian [Wil70a].


Similarity [MW68b, Wil58d, Wil59c]. Simple [SW80a, SW80b]. Simultaneous [FHW48b, FHW48a]. Single [Wil77c].

Single-Precision [Wil77c]. Singular [Wil74f, Wil78f]. Singular-Value [Wil78f].

soobstvennyh [Wil70a]. Software [Eva74, Jac78]. Solution [BMPW66, FHW48b, GW66a, GW66b, MPW66, MW70, PW71b, PW74c, Wil60b, Wil67d, Wil67e, Wil70c, Wil74a, Wil77c, FHW48a].

Solutions [OPW64, OPW65, Wil62a, Wil63a]. Solving [DGKW84b, Wil60c, Wil74g]. Some [PW74c, Wil71f, Wil77b, Wil80a, Wil87c].

Sons [Wil70b, Wil70c]. Special [CDD87].

Specified [PW71a]. Spin [DGKW84b].

Square [GW66a]. Squares [GW66b, PW70c, Wil71b]. Stability [PW75, Wil58d, Wil59c]. Standard [MW68a]. State [Wil84c, Wil85, Jac76, IP87], store [RW61].

Stream [Wil57h]. Structures [BN71].

struggle [Cop05]. Subsonic [Wil57h].

Subspaces [DHW90, PW74a, SW81a, Wil75b, DHW92].

Successive [Wil67f]. Survey [Wil68e].

Sussex [Jac78]. Symmetric [BW67, BM70, GUW72, MW65, MPW65, MW68a, PW69, PW74c,
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Wil65a, MRW68, MRW70, RW61, Wil62b, Wil62c, Wil62e. Symmetry [DGW82, DGKW84a, DGKW84b].
symposium [Pow77, dBG78]. System [MPW66, Wil55a, Wil77a]. Systems [BMPW66, DGKW84b, HW80, OPW64, OPW65, Wil71b, Wil74a, Wil74g, Wil77c].

T [Wil70b]. Techniques [Wil62d]. tenth [MW81]. Test [Wil74g]. Testing [Wil70b].
their [Wil55b]. Theorem [HVW70, Wil70d, Wil87b]. Theory [Wil72a]. Time [DGW82, DGKW84a, DGKW84b].
Time-Reversal [DGKW84a, DGKW84b].
Transformations [Wil58d, Wil59c, Wil62d, Wil65e]. Tri [Wil62f]. Tri-Diagonal [Wil62f].
Triangular [Wil58d, Wil59c]. Triangularization [PW70b]. Tridiagonal [BW67, Wil68c, Wil62b, Wil62c].
tridiagonalization [MRW68]. Turing [Ash87, CK12, Cop05, TW05, Wil80b]. Twentieth [MHR80]. twenty [Ash87]. Two [Wil67f, RW61]. two-level [RW61].

U.S.A. [Wil55c]. universal [CK12].
University [IP87, Jac76, Jac78, Wil67c, dBG78].
Unsymmetric [MW67]. Use [Wil55d, Wil57d, Wil65c, Wil77c]. Used [Wil55a]. uses [Wil55b].


w [Wil67b]. Westlake [Wil70c]. Wielandt [Wil70d]. Wiley [Wil70b, Wil70c].
Wilkinson [Fox87a, Fox87b, Gra66, Par66, Par72, Pow77, CDD87, Eva76, Par87, Par90, TW05].

Wing [Wil57h]. Wisconsin [dBG78]. Work [Wil80b]. Working [DHW90].

years [Ash87]. York [Jac76, Wil70c].
Zaokraglen [Wil67b]. zeros [Wil59a, Wil59b]. znachenii [Wil70a].
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